Horst Keif, MD, one of the early pioneers of ROS therapy
once said, “If oxygen radical therapy was patentable, it
would be the most used therapy in medicine today.”
Because oxygen is a naturally occurring molecule, it is
not patentable.
Though Oxygen is not patentable, our patent pending
technology is, we stabilized this radical for the first time,
where the dose can be appropriate and effective for the first
time in medical history, to be exploited now by modern
medicine.
The use of ROS to treat various medical conditions was
first developed in Germany in the early 1950's. Today,
medical ROS therapy is common throughout Europe, and its
use has gradually been spreading in North America over the
last 25 years.

Background on perfluorocarbons
• Mouse liquid breathing in PFC
solution, highest oxygen caring
capabilities up to 70% by volume
• PFC solutions: Where carbon
atoms are replaced with fluorine
atoms in a substance, The C-F
bond is one of the strongest in
organic chemistry.
• Some PFC’s are impervious to
photons of 150nm due to an
oxygen shielding phenomena and
hydroxide radicals
simultaneously. Was not known
till my research that we can use in
free radical medicine.

PRD
• What: Photoactivation of oxygen free radicals
in an inert PFC solution using light waves at a
specific frequency.
• Why: To replace the contemporary treatment
used today (photodynamic therapy).
• Where: To be used at the doctors office or in
laboratory.
• Who: For cancer patients and/or hard healing
wounds (cascading immune response)

PRD
• Design an excimer lamp system specifically to
induce free radicals within an inert PFC solution.
• Excimer lamp uses a gas a dielectric , were a
voltage is used to catastrophically break down
this gas, for excitation of atoms to produce light
waves with enough energy to break oxygen
bonds in the PFC solution.
• Including: lamp housing, circuit diagram,
• Test different circuit designs to maximize
efficiency at a wavelength of 190nm

Excimer Lamp for radical activation

ROS Induces Stem cell migration due to the release of Large amounts of PDGF Growth Factor.

ROS Induces Stem cell migration due to the release of growth Factors, Chemotactic cell stem cell
proliferation assay 2500% with PDGf, PDGF is the strongest chemo-attractant known to Biology
and rosFree Radical therapy releases Huge amounts of this Growth factor In VIVO. Pics courtesy
of Bio mimic Therapeutics

Mechanism of action on How ROS works on the cell

Mechanism of action on How ROS works on the cell depending on concentration, killing off
damaged cells with compromised anti oxidant systems, thud releasing large amounts of
growth factors. This is how we can stimulate regeneration of new tissue, such as in
cartilage or in ripped hard to heal tendons. Thousands of cases Indicate EMODs is the most
effective therapy, we make your body stimulate a healing regenerative response.

“Therapeutic Effects of Topical Application of Ozone on Acute Cutaneous Wound Healing”
Hee Su Kim, Sun Up Noh, Ye Won Han, Kyoung Moon Kim, Hoon Kang, Hyung Ok Kim, and Young Min Park ,Korean Med Sci. 2009 June; 24(3):
368–374. Published online 2009 June 12. doi: 10.3346/jkms.2009.24.3.368
Ozone Group releases large amounts of PDGF, meaning we induce stem cells for wounds like diabetic Ulcers.
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Evidence shows free Oxygen radicals are stable within the certain PFC substrates for 10
hours at room temp or 30 days when frozen at full concentration. Where as 03 alone has an 8
min half life in saline at 1/100 of the concentration of dissolved oxygen within the saline
solution after a few min. (PFC on right H20 control on left ), the decrease in concentration for
PFC is less than .0001 per/min, more than ever expected. Truly a scientific medical break
through; especially for solid tumors and for hard to heal wounds. The dose is appropriate for
the therapeutic result desired. Modern medicine can now exploit the discovery of direct
signaling synthetic stabilization technology for the first time .

There are two common denominators that all cancer cells exhibit; they all derive there energy from
fermentation (Glycolysis=Hypoxia) and they are not able to go through normal cell suicide
(apoptosis). The lipid responsible for apoptosis induction is Cardiolipin (CL), in all cancers this lipid is not
able to have a conformational change to release cytochrome C into the cytosol. This compound attacks
the common denominator in all cancers. We stimulate Apoptosis by three main routes involving the
mitochondria (the intrinsic pathway) and oxygen free radicals stimulate the activation of death receptors
(the extrinsic pathway) on the outer membrane.
Both these pathways converge to induce the activation of caspases, the final executioner of cell
death. Although, it should be noted that Free radicals also induce caspase-independent forms of
apoptosis (Necrosis), Depending on the concentration of the highly reactive free radicals, if injected
directly in a tumor this will oxidize organelles, endoplasmic reticulum , lysozymes, and CL in the
mitochondria. This leads to an increase in calcium and the release of effector proteins that are frequently
involved in caspase-independent cell death. With Necrosis no cancer cell can function and will die; and
the effect is localized do to the powerful antioxidant system every mammal possesses. Reaction
intermediates control the chemistry of the cell and oxygen signaling controls apoptosis.

Whereas modern drugs must pass through several signaling pathways and many independent
chemical reactions to get an end result, oxygen radicals act directly at the biochemical level, by bypassing
these pathways for an end result. With this invention, we show reaction intermediates can be stabilized in
a biocompatible solution, thus giving us the ability to precisely control dosing and concentration for the
first time in history. Pic retrieved from “www.Bio-Oxy.com”

Before and after effects of Oxygen Gas free radical therapy on festering diabetic
ulceration, this is really a profound result. But now for the first time, Oxygen free radicals
are stabilized in a liquid PFC substrate and can be used to treat hard to heal wounds like
this one.
The reason why Oxygen Free radicals are so effective in treating wounds such as
this one is because they stimulate the release of growth factors. Some of the growth
factors induced that are part of the cascading immune response are , TNF, NFKappaB,
PDGF, TGF, VEGF. We can induce a regeneration with out expensive stem cell harvesting,
stem cells will migrate to the wound bed through a chemotaxis effect “Oxygen radicals
are Cytokines”. Direct signaling technology enables the molecule to bypass the pathways
other drugs must pass through to act at the bio chemical level. Picture Retrieved from
“www.Bio-Oxy.com”

My award for my research.

